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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to devise a new reliable dynamic route guidance approach by integrating the 
A* algorithm, the concept of reliability and an existing route guidance method into a single package. 
A new purpose-developed software tool, the Imperial College Navigation Software (ICNavS), is 
presented, so as to implement and demonstrate the new approach on a real road network, using 
simulated data. A summary of the background of the program is given, followed by a procedure 
developed in order to model the features of real road networks, as well as missing data. Then, a
simulation experiment on a part of West London’s road network is carried out and the results are 
presented.
1. Introduction
As the usefulness of in-vehicle information systems is increasingly appreciated, more drivers install 
them in their vehicles. Having started off with luxury makes and models, they are gradually spreading 
through the entire vehicle fleet, proving that their future is promising. An important feature, offered by 
more sophisticated systems, is route guidance. Route guidance is called dynamic when the computed 
route takes into account the current traffic conditions.
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2The objective of conventional dynamic route guidance is to provide participating drivers a fast route to 
their chosen destination. This study aims at taking this objective a step further and incorporate 
reliability into route guidance, so as to develop an advanced system, which does not only give simple 
route directions to the driver, but also avoids possible sources of delay. Thus, reliable dynamic route 
guidance is defined as the feature, whose objective it is to provide participating drivers a reliable (risk-
averse) route to their destination. It should be noted, that risk in this context is defined as the 
probability of encountering congestion and does not refer to road safety. Consequently, a reliable 
(risk-averse) route is one which, under travel time uncertainty (the rule in real road networks), 
minimises the probability of experiencing delays, by avoiding the potential sources of delay. These are 
for example right turns in the UK (left turns in Continental Europe and North America), where the 
turning vehicle usually has to cross one or more opposing streams, resulting in increased waiting times 
at junctions.
The research work presented here is carried out as part of the OFFENSIVE project, in collaboration 
with BMW, and involves providing reliable dynamic route guidance to the driver in two forms, 
namely autonomous route guidance and supported route guidance, each requiring the corresponding 
system architecture. More specifically, autonomous route guidance includes a computation of a set of 
alternative routes based on static (historic) link travel time profiles, complemented by information on 
traffic incidents broadcast to the vehicle using the Traffic Message Channel (TMC), which is part of 
the Radio Data System (RDS) for broadcasting digital data on FM channels. Network data is provided 
in the form of a DVD and the route computation takes place in the vehicle itself. As opposed to that, 
supported route guidance involves continuous communication with a Traffic Information Centre 
(TIC). The route computation takes current network conditions into account and is carried out in the 
TIC, with the set of alternative routes computed being transmitted to the vehicle either as a whole, or 
in parts.
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3The aim of this research study, which focuses on the autonomous route guidance scheme, is to 
integrate a number of methods into a single package, such that a novel reliable dynamic route 
guidance strategy can be devised, implemented and demonstrated. The new strategy is based on three 
methods: the A* path finding algorithm, the concept of reliability and Chen’s link penalty method. For 
its implementation, a software tool called ICNavS (acronym for Imperial College Navigation 
Software) is developed; its demonstration occurs through an experiment on a real road network, using 
simulated dynamic traffic data.
The present paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the background of the research reported
here, while Section 3 describes the reliable dynamic route guidance approach used. Section 4 describes
the modelling of some features of real road networks, so as to enable the application of the proposed 
approach. The structure, user interface and functions of ICNavS are presented in Section 5, while 
Section 6 introduces the data simulation procedure carried out in this study, for the purpose of 
conducting a preliminary experiment. The experiment carried out and the results obtained are given in 
Section 7, while Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. Background
This section gives a brief review of previous relevant research and describes the background of the 
work presented in this paper. The A* shortest path algorithm and the concept of travel time reliability 
are reviewed.
2.1 The A* shortest path algorithm
Finding the shortest path in a network is one of the most frequently encountered problems, not only in 
transportation engineering, but also in computer science and operations research. Although various 
algorithms exist for finding the shortest path, their performance tends to significantly deteriorate with 
increasing network size. In route guidance, finding the shortest path is a subroutine that needs to be 
called very often. Due to the fact that the size of transportation networks is usually large, it is of vital 
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4importance to have a shortest path algorithm, which is efficient enough to produce accurate results in 
little computation time. 
It should be noted here, that the term shortest path does not necessarily refer to the distance, but to the 
variable to be optimised. In the case of route guidance, one is usually not interested in the least
distance path, but is more concerned with the least travel time path. The link weights used for this 
computation are travel time values, rather than distance values. Therefore, in the problem formulation, 
the variable to optimise (minimise) is the total travel time; the path achieving this is referred to as the 
shortest path in the rest of the paper.
While a large number of methods for finding the shortest path between two points in a network exist 
and are comprehensively appraised by Ahuja et al [1], the leading algorithm for finding the shortest 
path from an origin to a destination is the A* algorithm [2]. The advantage of A* compared with other 
shortest path algorithms, such as Dijkstra’s algorithm [3], is that A* is much more efficient, due to its 
ability to convert an uninformed search into an informed search. The A* algorithm uses a heuristic 
function to estimate the cost (travel time) from any point to the destination node of the network. This 
is often the airline distance to the destination. The shortest path is eventually found, under the 
condition that the heuristic does not overestimate the actual distance to the destination. The number of 
nodes expanded is generally much smaller than for other algorithms, making A* more efficient. 
The concept of A* is summarised as follows; the algorithm holds two lists, the open list and the closed 
list. The closed list contains all the nodes of the network that have been expanded, whereas the open 
list contains all the nodes that may be expanded at the next step. At each step, one node is expanded 
and moved from the open list to the closed list, while its successors are placed into the open list. For 
every node n, f(n) = g(n) + h(n) is calculated, where g(n) is the travel time from the origin to n and 
h(n) is the estimate of the travel time from n to the destination. The node to be expanded at each step is 
the node with the lowest f(n) value among the nodes in the open list. When h(n) = 0 for all nodes n, A* 
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5reduces to Dijkstra’s algorithm. Moreover, the efficiency of the algorithm increases, the closer h(n) is 
to the actual value. 
2.2 Travel time reliability
Travel time uncertainty has been identified as one of the important factors affecting travellers’ 
decisions. Travellers are interested in how long it will take them to reach their destination, but are 
even more concerned with the reliability of their prediction of total travel time. A wrong travel time 
prediction results in either an early arrival at the destination or in a delay. None of these situations is 
appreciated by the traveller, with delays usually having more severe consequences for him/her (e.g. 
late arrival at the workplace) and therefore not being tolerated.
Both empirical and analytical studies have been conducted, all of them demonstrating the importance 
of travel time uncertainty to travellers [4-9]. Models have been devised to measure the uncertainty 
encountered by a traveller during his/her trip and express it as reliability. Comprehensive reviews of 
this topic are given in [10] and [11].
Much research has focussed on defining adequate measures for quantifying travel time reliability.
Most measures use the characteristics of the travel time distribution, such as measures attempting to 
quantify the amount of delay that may be experienced along a link and measures indicating the 
probability that a link may be unusable due to congestion. 
In many studies, measures of the first category are suggested and implemented [7,12,13]. A range of 
similar measures are presented and appraised in [14], where most of the measures described involve
quantities such as the mean, median, standard deviation and 90th percentile of the travel time 
distribution, to define upper and lower bounds for the travel time experienced on a link. Other 
measures developed in other studies also consider the skew of the distribution [15].
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6However, measures of the second category have been more widely used in transportation applications 
so far. Several probability based reliability measures having been developed over the years, such as
the one defined by Bell and Iida [16], which is expressed as “the probability of a link to be 
uncongested”. Bell and Iida assume that the condition of traffic flow on a link is binary, “normal” or 
“abnormal”, and that the link is either congested or uncongested. They then consider two aspects of
transport network reliability, namely connectivity reliability and travel time reliability. The former 
indicates the probability that traffic can reach its destination while the latter depicts the probability that 
traffic can reach its destination within a given time (or cost, etc.).
In this study, the reliability measure introduced by Bell and Iida is used, so reliability is defined as the 
probability that the travel time on a link is greater than a preset threshold value. As a consequence of 
the definition, the reliability of a link can only take values between 0 and 1. Extending the definition 
of the reliability of a link, the reliability of a path is simply the product of the reliabilities of the series 
of links constituting the path in the absence of “failure dependence” (inter-link abnormality 
correlations).
3. Methodology
In studies [17-19] and further in [20], a new reliable dynamic route guidance strategy is developed,
making use of the concept of reliability, as defined by Bell and Iida, and of the A* algorithm.  The 
objective of the new method is to compute and provide to the driver a set of routes, which, while not 
necessarily being the fastest or the shortest, are acceptable to him/her and are equivalently reliable. 
This is ensured by applying a number of constraints, namely a maximum path duration constraint and 
a maximum path length constraint. Every new path that is computed is checked against these and it is 
only accepted if it satisfies them. If the constraints are not met, the path is discarded and a new path is 
sought.
The constraints introduced are enforced by the application of link weight (travel time) penalties. The 
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7main idea lies in performing an initial search in order to find the quickest path without considering 
reliability, penalising unreliable links by applying travel time penalties and running subsequent 
searches, each time reducing the penalties, until the computed path satisfies the constraints imposed. 
More specifically, unreliable links are initially excluded from subsequent path computations, provided 
this is possible; however, if a path satisfying the acceptability constraints cannot be found, unreliable 
links are progressively re-included in the search. The sequence in which this occurs depends on their 
reliability.
The idea of link penalties is also introduced as an attempt to develop an efficient and acceptable 
method for finding alternate paths in a network. Routing strategies suggesting multiple alternative 
paths to the driver have been proven to be superior to single path solutions, especially when the market 
penetration (proportion of equipped vehicles in the entire vehicle fleet) of the route guidance system is 
high [21]. The reason for this is that suggesting only one path to all participating drivers increases the 
risk of congestion feedback, which results in all vehicles being guided along a single path and thus
causing congestion on a previously uncongested road.
However, where more than one path is computed, it has to be guaranteed that they will share as few 
links as possible (will be maximally disjoint), in order to reduce the probability of joint path failure as 
much as possible. This is enforced by additionally applying penalties to links already used, i.e. links 
that are already included in a path that was previously computed and accepted, ensuring that used links 
will be initially excluded from subsequent path computations; however if no acceptable path then 
exists, they will be progressively re-included by having their penalties reduced.
A third constraint, associated with the partially disjoint paths is introduced, and this is the maximum 
path overlapping ratio constraint, ensuring that a path can only be accepted if it does not overlap too 
much with any previously computed path. Finally, to ensure that the algorithm will terminate and will 
not carry on computing an infinite number of paths, a maximum number of paths to be computed is 
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8imposed as a constraint. Of course the algorithm terminates earlier if only a smaller number of 
acceptable paths are found.
The following travel time penalty is used in Chen’s link penalty method, for links having a reliability 
value lower than a preset threshold and for links that are already included in one of the computed 
paths:
( ) 01 Wrt
q
i
m
i = 
with 0 < < 1, m = number of iterations, q = 0 if m = 0 otherwise q = 1, and W0 = a value large 
enough to bring about link exclusion.
The fact that travel time is not constant at different times of the day and on different days is also 
considered in the original presentation of the method [18], as well as in a modification made to it [20].
An interesting feature of both the original and the modified approach is the fact that in the multiple 
runs of the A* algorithm carried out, the search occurs in different directions (origin to destination and 
destination to origin), such that previously computed information can be used in subsequent runs, thus 
significantly reducing the overall computation time. While an initial reverse A* run followed by 
subsequent forward runs is executed in the original approach, in the modified approach, which is the 
one used in this paper,  the initial run is carried out forwards, followed by a series of reverse runs. An 
outline of the modified link penalty method is shown in Figure 1.
[Figure 1 goes here]
The method adopted has the main advantage that it can yield good heuristic solutions, whilst at the 
same time being flexible, simple and efficient. The ability of the A* algorithm to convert an 
uninformed search into a partly informed one, while at the same time making use of previously 
computed information, reduces the total running time of the algorithm significantly. By finding the 
maximum penalty that can be applied to an unreliable link while still delivering an acceptable route 
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9using the above expression, the algorithm is seeking the maximum feasible disutility (or, more 
colloquially, “dislike”) that can be applied to link unreliability. While this is not the same as seeking 
the most reliable route, the conjecture is that this is a useful heuristic in a context of limited 
information about travel time distributions and limited computing power. The task of finding the most 
reliable route would require knowledge of link travel time distributions and their correlations, which 
must then be convoluted to produce route travel time distributions, an extremely computationally 
demanding task [22-25]. 
The penalties applied to unreliable links are reduced by a fixed amount between two iterations, which 
may result in better paths than the one found being missed out. An exact method would require the 
penalties to be alternately increased and reduced by smaller amounts each time, so as to converge to 
optimal paths. However, performing such a procedure would significantly increase the running time of 
the algorithm, which thus implies that there is a trade-off between efficiency and accuracy.
In spite of this trade-off, the method is still a very efficient way of providing the driver with an 
acceptable route that avoids unreliable links as much as possible. Further research is currently being 
undertaken on the topic of learning user preferences so as to incorporate these in the approach and so 
devise a personalised reliable dynamic route guidance strategy [26,27]. 
In the following section, some features of real road networks are modelled, so as to enable the 
application of the approach described here.
4. Route guidance in real road networks
Artificial grid networks are very convenient to carry out initial tests, however they are too idealised 
and cannot be used to model real road networks. In order to run simulation experiments on real 
networks, a software tool (ICNavS) is developed and used. The software tool is described in detail in 
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Section 5 of this paper. This section presents the methods involved in modelling the features of real 
road networks.
The features of real road networks that are discussed here are the following:
1. One-way roads and dead-ends
2. Turn restrictions 
3. Positioning of the vehicle
4.1. One-way roads and dead ends
Artificial grid networks are usually undirected graphs, meaning that all links can be traversed in any 
direction. However, this is not the case for real road networks, where due to the presence of one-way 
streets, all links have to be directed. Additionally, it is very common that a two-way road has different 
travel times in opposing directions. Therefore, separate links are introduced for every possible 
connection from one node to another; two-way roads are represented by two opposing links.
Dead-ends are another feature of real road networks which do not exist in grid networks. Taking into 
account the fact that dead-ends are always two-way roads, as otherwise one would not be able to drive 
in and then out, it has to be ensured that they are represented by two links of opposite directions.
4.2. Turn restrictions and intersection representation
The main feature, which differentiates real road networks from artificial grid networks, is the existence 
of turn restrictions. Right turns in the UK (left turns in Continental Europe and in the US) are very 
often banned, due to the fact that there is not adequate space to accommodate the formation of the 
resulting queue of turning vehicles.
Several attempts to model turn prohibitions have been made in the past. The first method was 
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proposed by Wattleworth and Shuldiner [28]. The approach adopted was to substitute every junction 
by a smaller sub-network of dummy nodes and links. Despite the fact that this approach alters the 
network structure and reduces efficiency, it is the most widely used method in transportation 
applications so far. 
An important contribution to the field was made by Kirby and Potts [29], where a review of existing 
techniques was carried out and a new method was proposed, according to which penalties are applied 
to turning movements. For prohibited turns, the corresponding penalty value is set to infinity.
Ziliaskopoulos and Mahmassani [30] introduced the Extended Forward Star Structure, according to 
which there is a list with all allowed movements in the network and every node holds as many labels 
as links emanating from it. Shortest path algorithms can then be executed on this modified network 
structure, while all labels are updated gradually.
Similarly to the Extended Forward Star Structure, the approach used here involves holding a list of all 
allowed intersection movements in the network database, each one of which is represented by three 
nodes: start-node – middle-node – end-node. Nevertheless, instead of placing multiple labels on each 
node, the labels are placed on the links, such that each link holds two labels, one at its start and one at 
its end. The A* algorithm is modified accordingly, such that it keeps two open lists (open-start and 
open-end) and two closed lists (closed-start and closed-end) containing links instead of nodes. Thus, 
the algorithm proceeds in a link-based manner, updating the start- and end-labels of every link visited 
and finally tracing back the shortest path. The advantage of this method is that it enables the 
application of label-correcting algorithms on a network, not only eliminating the need for creation of 
extra network elements, but even involving just one type of elements (links) instead of two (links and 
nodes), thus improving efficiency significantly.
4.3. Positioning of the vehicle
In artificial grid networks, the origin and destination of a route, as well as the position of the vehicle, 
are identified as nodes. To be exact, any journey always starts from an origin node and ends at a 
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destination node. However, in real road networks, where the nodes correspond to junctions, this 
approach has a serious drawback, and that is the fact that not only the position of the vehicle is 
required, but also its direction. It is possible, that a vehicle is located on a road between two junctions, 
facing towards one of them and not being able to make a U-turn. However, if the position of the 
vehicle is expressed as a node, it is very likely that two alternative routes would guide the vehicle to 
make illegal or impossible movements.
A solution to the problem presented here is to slightly modify the network structure and make it link-
based rather than node-based. Namely, when specifying the origin and destination, an origin-link and a 
destination-link are specified, considering that the origin or the destination respectively are located 
somewhere on this link. Using this technique, the setting of the origin link or the current position link 
immediately limits the next allowed movements. Similarly, the setting of the destination link results in 
the direction of approach of the destination being fixed, which is very important in some cases. In any 
case, when the user is prompted to enter the destination of his/her trip, it is most likely that this will be 
a street name, therefore only referring to a link.
5. Description of the software
ICNavS (Imperial College Navigation Software) is a software tool enabling the execution of route 
guidance algorithms on real road networks. It is written in Visual C#.NET object-oriented 
programming language. A description of the structure, the user interface and the functions of ICNavS 
is given next.
5.1. Structure
There are two classes, one for nodes (called “Nodes”) and one for links (called “Links”), each one of 
them holding a set of properties. Additionally, there is a class for movements (called “Movements”) 
and a class for paths (called “Paths”) likewise holding a number of properties. Properties can be 
categorised into static and runtime. Static properties are the properties of a network element, which are 
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not modified during the execution of a route guidance algorithm. Such are, for example, properties 
relating to network topology and geometry, such as location. As opposed to that, properties that are 
altered during the execution of a route guidance algorithm are called runtime properties.
Every object of class “Nodes” (i.e. every node in the network) only holds the following static 
properties: location (X and Y co-ordinates with respect to a given origin), name and ID number. Its 
main purpose is to define the start and end locations of “Links” objects. Also, every “Nodes” object is 
associated with a circle image, representing the node in the visual interface of the software. All the 
nodes of the network are stored in a list and are recalled when needed using their ID number.
On the other hand, every “Links” (i.e. every link in the network) object holds the following static 
properties: name, ID number, start node, end node, road type, length, speed, travel time and reliability. 
Additionally, it holds a number of runtime properties, namely; six labels for the A* algorithm – f, g
and h for the start and end of the link, a property holding the updated value of the travel time
following the penalty application and a pointer indicating the link where the search came from in case 
the link has been visited by the algorithm.  Every “Links” object is also associated with the image of a 
line, representing the link in the visual interface of the software. All the links of the network are stored 
in a list and are recalled when needed using their ID number.
To keep track of the allowed movements in the network, the “Movements” class is created. Each 
“Movements” object holds the following static properties: start-node, middle-node, end-node, type 
(right, left or straight-on), delay and reliability. It also possesses a runtime property holding the 
updated value of the delay following the application of penalties. Similarly to nodes and links, 
movements are stored in a list in the network database and are recalled when needed using their start-, 
middle- and end-nodes.
In order to store the computed paths, a class called “Paths” is formed. A “Paths” object only holds the 
following properties: ID number, list of member links, total travel time, total reliability, total length 
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and total number of right and left turns. These are all runtime properties, as they can only be modified 
by the route guidance algorithm.
5.2. User interface
Describing the user interface of ICNavS, which is shown in Figure 2, it consists of a main window 
with a canvas, where the network is inserted, buttons for each application, a box showing the 
properties of the selected item, a list box displaying the set of the computed paths and another box, 
displaying the properties of the selected path in the list box. By selecting the appropriate mode using 
the buttons, the user can draw a network on the canvas by adding nodes and links, edit their properties, 
edit the allowed movements, remove elements and zoom in and out to obtain the most desirable view 
of the network.
[Figure 2 goes here]
The user can additionally place a road map as a background and draw the network on top of it, so that 
the created network matches the real network. For memory requirement minimisation purposes, the 
background can be enabled and disabled at any time. The background can also be scaled in order to 
obtain the right distances. The created network can be saved to a file, through which it can be loaded 
at any time.
When a calculation has taken place, the computed paths are shown in the list box and are displayed on 
the canvas by different colours and patterns. The selected path from the list box is shown more opaque 
than the other paths and its properties are displayed in the box below the list box. The user must then 
choose one of the computed paths to reach the specified destination. Once a path is chosen, all the 
other paths disappear from the canvas, while the list box is disabled. However, the paths are not 
deleted from the memory and can always be recalled if there is a need for them.
5.3. Function
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The main function of ICNavS is to compute a set of maximally disjoint paths between a chosen origin 
and destination, using the modified link penalty method, as described in Section 2.3. Thus, when an 
origin and destination pair has been selected, a forward run of the A* algorithm is executed, outputting 
the fastest path, not making any reliability considerations. Following that, link penalties are applied on 
links with a reliability value lower than a specified threshold and a reverse A* search is run, using the 
computed actual costs of the visited nodes from the destination as the heuristic estimates of the 
remaining distance. As soon as a path is obtained, it is checked against the imposed constraints (path 
duration, path length), and if these are met, the path is added to the path set. 
Applying link penalties on all unreliable links and all used links (links that are already in a path), a 
subsequent reverse A* search is executed to yield another alternative path. For this path to be 
accepted, apart from the path duration and path length constraints, a maximum path overlap ratio 
constraint is also applied. The process continues until the fourth constraint is also met, i.e. a sufficient 
number of paths have been computed, or until no more paths satisfying the imposed constraints are 
available.
6. Traffic data simulation
In order to carry out the experiments in Section 7, traffic data was simulated. This includes link speed 
data, from which link travel time data is extracted, and junction delay data. How each is simulated is 
described next.
6.1. Link speed data
A road network is usually hierarchical. This means that there are different types of road, each one 
having different properties, such as traffic flow speeds and number of lanes. Generally, all roads can 
be placed in one of the following five categories:
1. Motorway
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2. Major A-road
3. A-road
4. B-road
5. Minor road
For longer distances, drivers prefer higher ranked roads, as they enable higher speeds. This is why 
motorways and major A-roads are usually preferable for inter-urban trips. However, each driver’s 
origin and destination are usually only accessible by roads of a lower category. 
In order to simulate link speeds and to obtain travel time data using the hierarchy of roads, an 
approach based on the speed limits of each road type is adopted. Namely, it is assumed that vehicles 
travel at a constant speed at a given time interval of the day and that the highest value that this speed 
can take is the speed limit, which occurs during off-peak hours. Link speed profiles are thus derived 
using 15-minute intervals and are shown on Figure 3 for all five road types for weekdays (a) and 
weekends (b).
[Figure 3 goes here]
Using the rule that time is given by space over speed, the travel time of every link in the network at 
any time of the day can be calculated. Thus, travel time data can be generated for an entire network.
6.2. Junction delays
The delays experienced at junctions are, together with the delays encountered on links, the main 
sources of loss of travel time along a route. A good route should therefore ensure that they are 
minimal. Junction delays are strongly dependent on the type of movement that takes place. Right turns 
(assuming left-hand driving) usually cause higher delays than straight-on movements and left turn 
movements.
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Chen et al [17] assume a delay value of 0 for left turns. On the other hand, the delay of a straight-on 
movement or right turn is a randomly generated value between 0 and 2 minutes, with right turns 
having generally higher delay values than straight-on movements. In this paper, more specific values 
are given, bearing in mind that these values have to be relatively low for a road network, in order to be 
realistic. 
The estimated values assigned to junction delays in this paper also depend on the types of roads 
meeting at the junction and on the time and day of occurrence. Left turns are still assumed to have a 
delay of 0, as a left turning movement does not usually come into conflict with other traffic streams. 
The estimated junction delay for a right turn movement depends on the road type of the link, from 
which the movement starts and on the road type of the link, to which the movement is directed. 
Example right turn delay profiles for right turns starting from a “Major A Road” link are shown in 
Figure 4 for weekdays (a) and weekends (b).
[Figure 4 goes here]
The estimated junction delay for a straight-on movement depends on the road types of the links that 
are being crossed by the movement, and more specifically, on the road type of the link with the highest 
road type crossing the movement in question. Example delay profiles for straight-on movements 
starting from a “Major A Road” link are shown in Figure 5 for weekdays (a) and weekends (b). 
[Figure 5 goes here]
It should be noted here, that the above simulated values are only used in the experiments presented in 
the next section, for the purpose of demonstration of the reliable dynamic route guidance approach 
described in Section 3 and the software tool introduced in Section 5. When it comes to using the 
approach and the software tool in a real route guidance application, speed and junction delay profiles 
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will be obtained from floating car data. This will also enable the acquisition of link speed and junction 
delay distributions, so that reliability values, according to the definition of Section 2.2, can be 
obtained.
7. Experimental results
In order to demonstrate ICNavS, a simulation experiment is carried out on a real road network. This 
section gives an insight to the experiment carried out and presents the results obtained.
7.1. Description of the experiment
The network chosen for the execution of the experiments is a part of the West London area of 
Kensington, shown in Figure 6, containing 384 nodes and 956 links and spreading over a length of 
approximately 2.5 km and a width of 1.5 km. It is modelled according to the methods described in 
Section 3 and then imported into ICNavS.
[Figure 6 goes here]
The parameters of the simulation experiments are given next. First of all, parameter , which is used 
in the link penalty application function, determines the rate of reduction of the link penalties. As 
takes values between 0 and 1 and as it is exposed to the power of the number of iterations, the smaller 
it is the faster the link penalties are reduced from the one iteration to the next. Consequently, a very 
small value of  will significantly reduce computation time, as the link penalties will become zero in 
very few iterations and the procedure will stop, as no more paths will be found. However, this will 
result is some acceptable paths to be missed out, because of the small number of iterations. On the 
other hand, a large value of  will guarantee that, if available, more paths will be found, however it 
will significantly increase computation time, as the rate of reduction of the link penalties will be small 
and more iterations will be required. For the present experiments, the value of  is set to 0.7.
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A similar concept lies behind the setting of parameter W0 in the link penalty application function. It 
has to be ensured that W0 is a large value, in any case significantly larger than the link travel time. A 
sensible choice in this case would be a multiple of the total travel time of the fastest route, T0, 
calculated in the first step of Chen’s link penalty method. W0 is thus set to be equal to T0, where 
takes values between 1.5 and 3. As can be observed from the link penalty application function, 
determines the magnitude of the first (and largest) link penalty. Consequently, small values of  mean 
that the link penalties applied will also be small and that inclusion of some excluded links in the 
computed paths will be prevented, but not totally avoided. The larger the value of , the greater the 
probability of inclusion of the excluded links is reduced. For the present experiment,  is set to 1.9.
Having determined the parameters of the link penalty application function, the parameters of the 
constraints imposed are set next. Considering the maximum duration and maximum length constraints, 
the parameters 	 and 
 are introduced, such that the total duration of the computed paths may not be 
larger than 	T0 and the total length of the computed paths may not be greater than 
0, where 0 is the 
total length of the fastest path. The values of 	 and 
 can vary depending on the size of the network.
The present test network is fairly small, such that travel times do not exceed 7 minutes and distances 
are at most 3.5 km. Therefore, for the present experiment, 	 = 2 and 
 = 2, which means that the 
computed paths may be twice as long as the fastest path, both in terms of travel time and distance, to 
be acceptable. Of course, in a larger network where travel times usually exceed 30 minutes and 
distances are often as great as 30 km, values of  = 2 and 
 = 2 would result in routes of duration of 1 
hour and of distance of 60 km to be acceptable, which is clearly not realistic. Values of 1.1 or 1.2 
would be assigned to  and 
 in that case.
For the third constraint, which ensures that the computed paths do not overlap too much, the 
dimensionless overlapping ratio  is introduced, defined as  = ab  (a×b), where for two paths a
and b, ab is the total shared length and a and b are the unshared lengths of the two paths respectively. 
Setting the value of  determines how much overlapping is allowed, with values close to zero 
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indicating that very little or no overlapping is allowed and larger values permitting more overlapping. 
In this experiment, a value of  = 2 is set. Finally, regarding the maximum number of computed paths, 
this number is set equal to 5.
The experiment is carried out as follows; St Mary Abbots Place, W8, at the western end of the 
network, is chosen as the origin of the trip, while the destination is set to be Pelham Crescent, SW3, at 
the eastern end of the network. The trip takes place during the afternoon peak on a weekday, knowing 
that a number of links on the eastbound branch of the A4 highway (Cromwell Road), are unreliable 
(have reliability values of 0.5-0.7), while, the links forming the A3220 road (Warwick Road/Pembroke 
Gardens) are also unreliable, with reliability values of 0.6-0.8. The results are presented next.
7.2. Results
The fastest path and five alternative paths to it are computed and are shown on Figure 7. The fastest 
path (a) is computed first, not taking into account the links and movements with low reliability values. 
It has a travel time of 5.4 minutes, a length of 2.1 km and goes through the unreliable A3220 and then 
onto the equally unreliable A4, thus resulting in a low path reliability value (0.05). 
In the calculation of the first alternative path however (b), reliability is taken into account, and this is 
why both the A3220 and the A4 are avoided. Instead, a route along the A315 (Kensington High Street) 
is chosen. This route has a slightly higher travel time than the fastest route (7.7 minutes), is slightly 
longer (2.5 km), but has a much higher reliability value (0.43). 
For the calculation of the second alternative path (c), not only unreliable links and movements are 
penalised, but also links already included in the first alternative path. Hence, the A315, used by the 
first alternative path, is avoided. The unreliable A4 is also avoided, and the path goes along the A3218 
(Old Brompton Road), having a travel time of 7.3 minutes, a length of 2.4 km and a reliability value of 
0.4.
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The other three alternative paths that are calculated, (d), (e) and (f), avoid the links already included in 
the previously computed alternative paths as much as possible and therefore, despite sharing some 
parts of the main roads with each other, mainly include minor roads. Their travel times are 7.5, 8 and 
6.3 minutes, their lengths are 2.3, 2.5 and 2.3 km and their reliabilities are 0.45, 0.48 and 0.21 
respectively.
[Figure 7 goes here]
The results obtained seem to be plausible, as both the paths computed and the travel time and 
reliability values calculated are reasonable and correspond to the authors’ choices, who have 
experience with the network. This suggests that the procedure, although at a very early stage, yields 
promising solutions.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, a novel reliable dynamic route guidance approach was presented, integrating the A* path 
finding algorithm, the concept of reliability and Chen’s link penalty method. The approach was 
implemented and demonstrated through a simulation experiment on a part of West London’s road 
network, using a new software tool, ICNavS. In order to use the software tool to compute reliable 
paths on real road networks, a procedure for modelling features of real road networks, as well as
missing data was described. The preliminary results obtained from the experiment indicated that the 
approach is workable and has the potential of yielding promising results.
Based on the conclusions obtained from this study, further research will be conducted in this direction. 
Namely, it is intended to build a prototype reliable dynamic route guidance system using ICNavS as 
the platform. Issues such as reliability variability, inter-link dependences and congestion prediction 
will be considered. Further experiments using floating car data will be carried out on several different 
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road networks. The new system will then be field trialled in a real network and the results will be 
compared with those yielded by a conventional route guidance system.
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